
Chapter 5 

5. Discussion, Conclusions and Suggestions for further research work: 

5.1 Discussion: 

One of the most cumbersome and difficult problems associated with obtaining solutions 
for electromagnetic integral equations has been the manipulation of large matrices 
resulting from numerical methods such as MoM. Unfortunately, such situations are 
unavoidable in practical problems where the analysis (such as electro-magnetic wave 
scattering or radiation characteristics) has to be made in respect of objects of complex 
shapes and sizes. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, several techniques have been 
developed over the years in order to address this problem. 

Objective of this research work has been, to investigate the possibility of addressing the 
above-mentioned problem through wavelet transform techniques that started gaining 
popularity among the research community over a decade ago. Though there is evidence 
that wavelet transform techniques have been invented in early 20 t h century, it has been 
brought to the lime light only during late 1980's where researchers have successfully 
demonstrated its capabilities as an analytical tool. 

In today's context, wavelet transform techniques have successfully made their way in to 
diversified fields such as Communication Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Financial analysis and Bio-Medical Engineering [7]. It is also very much 
likely that, wavelet transforms will find their way in to many more subject fields in the 
near future. 

Effective application of wavelet transform technique in the solving of large matrix 
equations, by means of sparsification of such matrices has been the basis of the work 
presented in this dissertation. 

Illustrations have been made with the use of several numerical examples where it has 
been shown that wavelet transform can be effectively utilized to sparsify the impedance 
matrices and thereby reduce the computation times of current distribution vectors of the 
thin-wire antennas that have been analysed, without heavily compromising the accuracies 
of the current distribution vectors as against conventional methods. Analysis has been 
limited to deriving the current distribution patterns along thin wire centre fed antennas, 
throughout this dissertation, in order to focus attention on obtaining fast solutions for the 
large matrix equations involved. 
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Specific MatLab commands included in the Wavelet Toolbox [MatLab Version6.1 
(Release 12.1)] has been extensively used in the numerical examples, thus avoiding 
rigorous mathematical analysis and software coding. Computations of current distribution 
vectors by dividing the wire-antennas in to large number of segments were not possible 
due to hardware limitations. Processor speed and Memory limitations of the Notebook 
computer used for these computations could be identified as reasons for the difficulties 
encountered in manipulation of matrices larger than 600x600. 

In order to reduce the computational complexities and to illustrate the application of 
wavelet transform techniques for the problem concerned, analysis was performed using 
only two wavelets belonging to the same Daubechies' wavelet family, namely dbl' and 
"db2 \ However, numerical examples have been selected to illustrate the effectiveness of 
both Discrete Wavelet Transform and Discrete Wavelet Packet Transform techniques 
using these wavelets. 

It must be noted here that, in the numerical examples that have been worked out, 
comparison of computational times are only made in respect of solving of matrix equation 
for the purpose of determining the respective current distribution vectors using 
conventional method and wavelet transform methods. Even though such comparisons 
indicate that there are definite computational time advantages in the use of wavelet 
transform method (due to sparsification of impedance matrices), it would have been more 
logical to make a comparison between the conventional matrix equation solving method 
involving matrix division/inversion and vector multiplications, and the entire process of 
wavelet decomposition of the impedance matrix, reconstruction of same with thresholded 
wavelet coefficients, sparsification of reconstructed impedance matrix and the solving of 
matrix equation consisting of reconstructed sparse matrix. 

If such a comparison had been made, it would not have justified the used of wavelet 
transform techniques in obtaining fast solutions to matrix equations in the cases of 
numerical examples illustrated in this dissertation. However, as has been illustrated in 
Figure 4.7, it can be deduced that, in the manipulation of large impedance matrices, 
wavelet transform techniques will offer definite overall computational time advantages. 
Once again, due to computational limits encountered, demonstrations made using 
numerical examples were not extended to such limits. 

As expected, computational time comparison between the conventional method and the 
entire wavelet transform technique does not justify the wavelet transform method as a 
suitable technique for obtaining fast solutions of EM equations at least in the cases of 
numerical examples illustrated. However, if the problem at hand requires repeated 
manipulation of the same large matrix, wavelet transform technique will offer definite 
overall computational time advantage in the analysis of the problem. 

5.2 Conclusions and Suggestions for future research work: 

Numerical examples illustrated throughout this dissertation have adequately demonstrated 
that wavelet transform techniques could be effectively utilized in obtaining fast solutions 
to EM equations in the analysis of antenna radiation patterns. 
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Use of other families of wavelets, selection of different wavelet decomposition and 
threshold levels would have produced optimization of results obtained. Such extensive 
areas were not explored within this research work due to time constraints and suggested 
to be taken up as future research work. 

In order to address the problem of excessive computational times involved in the wavelet 
transformation and inverse transformation processes of the large matrices concerned, it is 
suggested that more efficient coding of relevant subroutines, in comparison to respective 
generic MatLab commands for performing such functions, also be explored as future 
work in this regard. 

The results of the numerical examples sometimes indicate only a marginal computation 
time advantages, as the size of the matrices grew larger (due to increased number of 
segmentations being analysed). This could be further optimised by dynamically changing 
the DWP decomposition levels, wavelet coefficient thresholding criteria as well as 
wavelets themselves in relation to the increase in matrix sizes. This could also be 
considered as an area worthwhile exploring as future work. 
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A N N E X - ( A ) 

MatLab Program Listings: 

Example (4.1.a): 

'•l Example (4.1. a) - Matlab Programme for computing and plotting the 
?; current distribution on a short Thin-wire center-fed antenna using 
?-. conventional and DWT methods of solving the Matrix equations 

clear 

O Initialising of variables and constants 

N = 101; % Number of segments that the thin-wire antenna has 
% been divided in to 

ZO = 120*pi; % Characteristic impedance of free space 
a = 0.00125; % Radius of wire antenna as a fraction of wavelength 
L, -- 0.1; % Length of the wire antenna as.a fraction 

% of wavelength 
d - L/N; % Length of a segment as a fraction of wavelength 

G = zeros(N,N); % Impedance matrix 
Gl = zeros (N + l,N + l); * Impedance matrix generated from inverse DWT 

% of thresholded Wavelet coefficients of 
% DWT of G(N,N) 

I = zeros (N,.l); ?• Current distribution vector computed 
% by conventional method 

1.1 = zeros (N + l, 1) ; % Current distribution vector computed by 
% DWT method 

V = zeros(N,l); % Voltage vector used in conventional method 
VI = zeros(N+l,1); % Voltage vector used in DWT method 

?- Generating the impedance matrix G(N,N) using MoM method 

for p = 1: 1: N 
for q = 1: 1: N 

r = sqrt(a"2 + (d*(p-q))"2); 
G(p,q) = -:iMZ0/&-pi A2)* (exp(-j *2*-pi*r)/r"3)*((l + j*2*pi + r)M2-

3*(a/r)-2) + 4*(pi*a)"2); 
end 

end 

% Defi.ning the voltage vector assuming Delta Gap excitation at 
% the centre segment of wire-antenna 

V( (N+D/2) = 1; 

% Computing Current vector I(N,1) using conventional method 

tic 
I = inv((d"2)*G)*(-V); 
toe 
Elapsed_time 1 = toe; % Returns the Lime taken for computation of 

^current vector I(N,1) 
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% Single level 2-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) 
% of Matrix G(N,N) using dbl wavelet 

[cA,cH,cV,cD] = dwt2(G,'dbl'); 

% Inverse DWT using only the wavelet coefficients cA and cD, while 
% cH and cV have been thresholded to be zero 

Gl = idwt2(cA,[],[],cD,'dbl'); 

% Gl is thresholded by making the elements that are of absolute value 
% less than 1CP6.913, to zero for the purpose of sparsifying Gl 

for i = 1: 1: N+l 
for j = 1: 1: N+l 

if abs(Gl(i,j)) < 10^(6.913) 
Gl(i,j) = 0; 

end 
end 

end 

G1S = sparse(Gl); % Creating a Sparse matrix out of Gl 

% Redefining the voltage vector assuming Delta Gap excitation 
% at the centre segment of wire-antenna with N+l segments 

VI ( (N+3)12) = 1; 
% Recomputing the current distribution along the wire antenna 
% using G1S 

tic 
II = ((d A2)*G1S)\(-V1); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_2 = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation of 

% current vector II(N+l,1) 

% Plotting the normalized current distribution vectors I(N,1), 
% II (N + l,1) and Sparse Impedance Matrix G1S 

subplot 311; 
K = 1:1:N; 
plot(K, abs(1/(I((N+l)/2)))) ; 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel( 1 Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with conventional Method (Elapsed time: 
',num2str(Elapsed_time_l),'s)']) 

subplot 312; 
K = 1:1:N+1; 
plot(K, abs(11/(II((N+3)12) ) ) ) ; 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current 1); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with 2D-DWT Method (Elapsed time: ', num2str(Elapsed_time_2) , 's)']) 
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subplot 313 
spy(G1S); 
title('Graphical representation of Sparse Impedance Matrix G1S') 
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Example (4.1.b): 

% Example (4.1.b) - Matlab Programme for computing and plotting the 
% current distribution on a short thin-wire center-fed antenna 
% using conventional and DWT methods of solving the Matrix equations 

clear 

"6 Initialising of variables and constants 

N = 101; % Number of segments that the thin-wire antenna 
o. 
o has been divided 

ZO = 120*pi; % Characteristic impedance of free space 
a = 0.00125; % Radius of wire antenna as a fraction of wavelength 
L = 0.1; a o Length of the wire antenna as a fraction 

% of wavelength 
d = L/N; a o Length of a segment as a fraction of wavelength 

G = zeros(N,N); % Impedance matrix 
Gl = zeros(N+l,N+l), ; % Impedance matrix generated from inverse DWT 

% of thresholded Wavelet coefficients of 
% DWT of G(N,N) 

I = zeros(N,1) ; % Current distribution vector computed 
% by conventional method 

11 = zeros(N + l,1) ; % Current distribution vector computed 
% by DWT method 

V = zeros(N,1); % Voltage vector used in conventional method 
VI = zeros (N+l,1) ; % Voltage vector used in DWT method 

% Generating the impedance matrix G(N,N) using MoM method 

for p = 1: 1: N 
for q = 1: 1: N 

r = sqrt(a"2 + (d*(p-q)) A2); 
G(p,q) = -j*(Z0/8*pi"2)*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/r"3)*((1+j*2*pi*r)*(2-

3*(a/r)"2) +4*(pi*a)"2); 
end 

end 

% Defining the voltage vector assuming Delta Gap excitation at the 
% centre segment of wire-antenna 

V( (N + l)12) = 1; 

% Computing Current vector I(N,1) using conventional method 

tic 
I = ((d"2)*G)\(-V); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_l = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation of 

% current vector I(N,1) 

% Single level, 2-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) 
% of Matrix G(N,N) using db2 wavelet 

[cA,cH,cV,cD] = dwt2(G, 1db2'); 
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% Inverse DWT using only the wavelet coefficients cA and cD, while 
% cH and cV have been thresholded to zero 

Gl = idwt2(cA,[],[],cD,'db2'); 

% Gl is thresholded by making the elements that are of absolute value 
% less than 1CP8.1, to zero for the purpose of sparsifying Gl 

for i = 1: 1: N+l 
for j = 1: 1: N+l 

if abs(Gl(i,j)) < 10"(8.1) 
Gl(i,j) = 0; 

end 
end 

end 

G1S = sparse(Gl); % Creating a Sparse matrix out of Gl 

% Redefining the voltage vector assuming Delta Gap excitation at the 
% centre segment of wire-antenna with N+l segments 

VI( (N + 3)1 2 ) = 1; 

% Recomputing the current distribution along the wire antenna 
% using G1S 

tic 
11 = ((d A2)*G1S)\(-V1); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_2 = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation of 

% current vector II (N + l,1) 

% Plotting the normalized current distribution vectors I(N,1), II (N + l,1) 
% and Sparse Impedance Matrix G1S 

subplot 311; 
K = 1: 1: N ; 
plot(K, abs(1/(I((N+l)/2)))); 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with conventional Method (Elapsed time: ', 
num2str(Elapsed_time_l) , 's) ']) 

subplot 312; 
K = 1:1:N+1; 
plot(K, abs(11/(Il((N+3)12)) ) ) ; 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with 2D-DWT Method (Elapsed time: ', num2str(Elapsed_time_2) , 's) ' ] ) 

subplot 313 
spy(G1S); 
title('Graphical representation of Sparse Impedance Matrix G1S') 
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Example (4. l.c): 

% Example (4.l.c) - Matlab Programme for computing and plotting the 
% current distribution on a short thin-wire center-fed antenna 
% using conventional and DWT methods of solving the Matrix equations 

clear 

% Initialising of variables and constants 

N = 101; Q. O Number of segments that the thin-wire antenna 
% has been divided 

ZO = 120*pi; O, Characteristic impedance of free space 
a = 0.00125; 0, Radius of wire antenna as a fraction of wavelength 
L = 0.1; a o Length of the wire antenna as a fraction 

a o of wavelength 
d = L/N; o 

0 Length of a segment as a fraction of wavelength 

G = zeros(N,N); 
Gl = zeros(N+l,N+l); 

I = zeros(N,1); 

II = zeros (N+l,1); 

V = zeros(N,1); 
VI = zeros(N+l,1); 

Impedance matrix 
Impedance matrix generated from inverse DWT 
of thresholded Wavelet coefficients of 
DWT of G(N,N) 
Current distribution vector computed 
by conventional method 
Current distribution vector computed 
by DWT method 
Voltage vector used in conventional method 
Voltage vector used in DWT method 

% Generating the impedance matrix G(N,N) using MoM method 

for p = 1: 1: N 
for q = 1: 1: N 

r = sqrt(a A2 + (d*(p-q)) A2); 
G(p,q) = -j*(Z0/8*pi"2)*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/r"3)*((l+j*2*pi*r)*(2 

3*(a/r)"2) + 4*(pi*a)"2); 
end 

end 

% Defining the voltage vector assuming Delta Gap excitation at the 
% centre segment of wire-antenna 

V((N+l)12) = 1; 

% Computing Current vector I(N,1) using conventional method 

tic 
I = inv((d A2)*G)*(-V); 
toe 
t_conv = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation 

% of current vector I(N,1) 

% Single level 2-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) 
% of Matrix G(N,N) using db2 wavelet 

[cA,cH,cV,cD] = dwt2(G,'db2'); 
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% Inverse DWT using only the wavelet coefficient cA, while 
% cD, cH and cV have been thresholded to be zero 

Gl = idwt2(cA,[],[],[],'db2'); 

% Redefining the voltage vector assuming Delta Gap excitation 
% at the centre segment of wire-antenna with N+l segments 

VI( (N+3)/2) = 1; 

% Recomputing the current distribution along the wire antenna 
% using Gl(N+l,N+l) 

tic 
II = inv((d~2)*G1)*(-V1); 
toe 
t_dwt = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation 

% of current vector II (N + l,1) 

% Plotting the normalized current distribution vectors I(N,1) and 
% I1(N+1,1) 

subplot 211; 
K = 1:1:N; 
plot(K, abs(1/(I((N+l)/2)))) ; 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title('Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with conventional Method') 

subplot 212; 
K = 1:1:N+1; 
plot(K, abs(Il/(II ( (N+3)12) ) )); 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title('Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with 2D-DWT Method') 
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Example (4.2.a): 

Example (4.2.a) - Matlab Programme for computing and plotting the 
current distribution on a Thin-wire center-fed antenna using 
conventional and DWP transform methods of solving the Matrix 
equations 

clear 

% Initialising of variables and constants 

N = 201; 

Z0 = 120*pi; 
a = 0.00125; 

L = 0.5; 
d = L/N; 
P = 50; 

s = d/P; 

% Number of segments that the thin wire antenna has 
% been divided in to 
% Characteristic impedance of free space 
% Radius of the wire-antenna as a fraction of 
% wavelength 
% Length of wire-antenna as a fraction of wavelength 
% Length of a segment as a fraction of wave length 
% Number of sub-segments that each segment has been 
% divided in to 
% Length of a sub-segment as a fraction of 
% wave length 

G = zeros(N,N); 
Gl= zeros (1, (P-l)) 
G2= zeros(1,N); 
G3= zeros(N,N); 

% Impedance matrix 

% Impedance matrix generated from wavelet 
% packet reconstruction using thresholded 
% wavelet coefficient 

11 = zeros(N,1) 

12 = zeros(N,1) 

% Current distribution vector computed by 
% conventional method 
% Current distribution vector computed by 
% DWP transform method 

VI = zeros(N,1) % Voltage vector 

% computing G(l,l) to G(1,N) using Simpson's rule for numerical 
% integration 

for n = 1: 1: N 
Y = 0; 
for k = 1: 1: P-l 

r = sqrt((d*(n-1)-d/2+k*s) A2+a A2); 
Gl(k) = -j*(Z0/(8*piA2))*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/r~3)*((l+j*2*pi*r) 

3* (a/r)"2)+4*pi A2*a~2); 
if mod(k,2) ==0 

Y = Y + 2*G1(k); 
else 

Y = Y + 4*G1(k); 
end 

end 

(2 

r = sqrt((d*(n-1)+d/2) A2+a"2); 
xl = -j*(Z0/(8*pi"2))*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/rA3)*((1+j*2*pi*r)*(2 

3* (a/r) A2)+4*pi~2*a A2); 
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Y = Y + xl; 
r = sqrt((d*(n-1)-d/2) A2+a A2); 
x2 = -j*(ZO/(8*piA2))*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/rA3)*((1+j*2*pi*r)*(2-

3*(a/r) A2)+4*pi A2*a A2); 
Y = Y + x2; 
G2(n) = (s/3)*Y; 

end 

% Forming the Impedance matrix G(N,N) considering its TOEPLITZ property 

for m = 1: 1: N 
for n = m: 1: N 

G(m,n) = G2(n-m+l); 
G (n, m) = G(m,n); 

end 
end 

% Defining the voltage vector V1(N,1) assuming Delta Gap excitation at 
% the centre segment of wire-antenna 

VI ( (N+l)12) = 1; 
% Computing the current distribution vector I1(N,1) using conventional 
% method 

tic 
II = inv(d*G)*(-V1); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_l = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation of 

% current vectorll(N,1) 

% 3-level Discrete Wavelet Packet decomposition of G(N,N) using dbl 
% wavelet and creation of wavelet packet tree ' T ' 

T = wpdec2(G,3,'dbl'); 

% Creation of a new wavelet packet tree ' N T with all the approximation 
% coefficients retained and the detail coefficients thresholded at 10 A6 

NT = wpthcoef(T, 1, ' h', 10 A6) ; 

% Reconstruction of impedance matrix G3(N,N) using wavelet packet tree 
'i ' NT' 
G3 = wprec2(NT); 

% G3 is thresholded by making the elements that are of absolute value 
% less than 50, to zero for the purpose of sparsifying G3 

for i = 1: 1: N 
for j = 1 : 1: N 

if abs(G3(i,j)) < 50 
G3(i,j) = 0; 

end 
end 

end 
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G3S = sparse(G3); % Creating a Sparse matrix out of G3 

% Computation of current distribution vector I2(N,1) from 
% Sparse impedance matrix G3S 

tic 
12 = inv(d*G3)*(-V1); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_2 = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation of 

% current vector I2(N,1) 

% plotting the Normalized current distribution 

subplot 311; 
K = 1: N; 
plot(K, absdl/Il ( (N+l) 12) ) ) ; 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with conventional Method (Elapsed time: ', 
num2str(Elapsed_time_l),'s)']); 

subplot 312; 
K = 1: 1: N; 
plot(K, abs(12/12 ( (N+l)12))) ; 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with 2D-DWP transform Method Elapsed time: ', 
num2str(Elapsed_time_2),'s)']); 

subplot 313 
spy(G3S); 
title('Graphical representation of Sparse Impedance Matrix G3S') 
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Example (4.2.b): 

% Example (4.2.b) - Matlab Programme for computing and plotting the 
% current distribution on a Thin-wire center-fed antenna using 
% conventional and DWP transform methods of solving the Matrix 
% equations 

clear 

Initialising of variables and constants 

N 201; 

Z0 = 120*pi; 
a = 0.00125; 

L = 0.5; 
d = L/N; 
P = 50; 

s = d/P; 

Number of segments that the thin wire antenna has 
been divided in to 
Characteristic impedance of free space 
Radius of the wire-antenna as a fraction of 
wavelength 
Length of wire-antenna as a fraction of wavelength 
Length of a segment as a fraction of wave length 
Number of sub-segments that each segment has been 
divided in to 
Length of a sub-segment as a fraction of 
wave length 

G = zeros(N,N); 
Gl= zeros(1,(P-l) 
G2= zeros(1,N); 
G3= zeros(N,N); 

II = zeros(N,1); 

12= zeros(N,1); 

Impedance matrix 

% Impedance matrix generated from wavelet 
% packet reconstruction using thresholded 
% wavelet coefficient 

% Current distribution vector computed by 
% conventional method 
% Current distribution vector computed by 
% DWP transform method 

VI = zeros(N,1); % Voltage vector 

% computing G(l,l) to G(1,N) using Simpson's rule for numerical 
% integration 

for n = 1 : 1: N 
Y = 0; 
for k = 1: 1: P-l 

r = sqrt((d*(n-l)-d/2+k*s) A2+a A2); 
Gl(k) = -j*(Z0/(8*piA2))*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/r"3)*((1+j*2*pi*r)* (2 

3*(a/r) A2)+4*pi A2*a~2); 
if mod(k,2) ==0 

Y = Y + 2*G1(k); 
else 

Y = Y + 4*G1(k); 
end 

end 

r = sqrt((d*(n-l)+d/2) A2+a"2); 
xl = -jMZO/(8*pi A2) )*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/rA3)*( (1 + j *2*pi*r) *(2 

3*(a/r) A2)+4*pi A2*a A2); 
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Y = Y + x 1 ; 
r = sqrt((d*(n-1)-d/2) A2+a A2); 
x2 = -j*(ZO/(8*piA2))*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/rA3)*((1+j*2*pi*r)*(2-

3*(a/r) A2)+4+pi A2*a A2); 
Y = Y + x2; 
G2(n) = (s/3)*Y; 

end 

% Forming the Impedance matrix G(N,N) considering its TOEPLITZ property 

for m = 1: 1: N 
for n = m: 1: N 

G(m,n) = G2(n-m+1); 
G (n, m) = G(m,n) ; 

end 
end 

% Defining the voltage vector V1(N,1) assuming Delta Gap excitation at 
% the centre segment of wire-antenna 

VI((N+l)12) = 1; 

% Computing the current distribution vector ll(N,l) using conventional 
% method 

tic 
II = inv(d*G)*(-V1); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_l = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation of 

% current vector I1(N,1) 

% 3-level Discrete Wavelet Packet decomposition of G(N,N) using dbl 
% wavelet and creation of wavelet packet tree ~T' 

T = wpdec2(G,3,'dbl'); 

% Creation of a new wavelet packet tree ~NT' with all the approximation 
% coefficients retained and the detail coefficients thresholded at 10 A4 

NT = wpthcoef(T,1,'h',1CT4); 

% Reconstruction of impedance matrix G3(N,N) using wavelet packet tree 
% "NT' 

G3 = wprec2(NT); 

% G3 is thresholded by making the elements that are of absolute value 
less 
% than 20, to zero for the purpose of sparsifying G3 

for i = 1: 1: N 
for j = 1: 1: N 

if abs(G3(i,j)) < 20 
G3(i,j) = 0; 

end 
end 

end 
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G3S = sparse(G3); % Creating a Sparse matrix out of G3 

% Computation of current distribution vector I2(N,1) from sparse 
impedance 
% matrix G3S 

tic 
12 = (d*G3S)\(-V1); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_2 = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation 
of 

% current vector I2(N,1) 

% plotting the Normalized current distribution 

subplot 311; 
K = 1: N; 
plot(K, abs(11/11( (N+l)12) )); 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with conventional Method (Elapsed time: ', 
num2str(Elapsed_time_l),'s)']); 

subplot 312; 
K = 1: 1: N; 
plot(K, abs(12/12((N+l)12) )); 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with 2D-DWP transform Method Elapsed time: ', 
num2str(Elapsed_time_2),'s)']); 

subplot 313 
spy(G3S); 
title('Graphical representation of Sparse Impedance Matrix G3S') 
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Example (4.2.c): 

Example (4.2.c) - Matlab Programme for computing and plotting the 
current distribution on a Thin-wire center-fed antenna using 
conventional and DWP transform methods of solving the Matrix 
equations 

clear 

% Initialising of variables and constants 

N = 201; 

Z0 = 120*pi; 
a = 0.00125; 

L = 1; 
d = L/N; 
P = 50; 

s = d/P; 

Number of segments that the thin wire antenna has 
been divided in to 
Characteristic impedance of free space 
Radius of the wire-antenna as a fraction of 
wavelength 
Length of wire-antenna as a fraction of wavelength 
Length of a segment as a fraction of wave length 
Number of sub-segments that each segment has been 
divided in to 
Length of a sub-segment as a fraction of 
wave length 

G = zeros(N,N); 
Gl= zeros (1, (P-l)); 
G2= zeros(1,N); 
G3= zeros(N,N); 

II = zeros(N,1); 

12= zeros (N,1); 

% Impedance matrix 

% Impedance matrix generated from wavelet 
% packet reconstruction using thresholded 
% wavelet coefficients 

% Current distribution vector computed by 
% conventional method 
% Current distribution vector computed by 
% DWP transform method 

VI zeros (N, 1) ; % Voltage vector 

% computing G(l,l) to G(1,N) using Simpson's rule for numerical 
% integration 

for n = 1: 1: N 
Y = 0; 
for k = 1: 1: P-l 

r = sqrt((d*(n-1)-d/2+k*s) A2+a A2); 
Gl(k) = -j*(Z0/(8*pi A2))*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/r A3)*((l+j*2*pi*r)* (2 

3* (a/r) A2)+4*pi A2*a A2); 
if mod(k,2) ==0 

Y = Y + 2*G1(k); 
else 

Y = Y + 4*G1(k); 
end 

end 

r = sqrt((d*(n-1)+d/2) A2+a A2); 
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xl = -j*(ZO/(8*pi A2) )*(exp(-j*2*pi*r)/rA3)*( (1 + j *2*pi*r) * (2-
3*(a/r)"2)+4*pi A2*a A2); 

Y = Y + xl; 
r = sqrt((d*(n-1)-d/2) A2+a A2); 
x2 = -jMZO/(8*pi A2) ) * (exp(-j*2*pi*r)/rA3) * ( (l + j*2*pi*r) * (2-

3*(a/r) A2)+4*pi A2*a A2); 
Y = Y + x2; 
G2(n) = (s/3)*Y; 

end 

% Forming the Impedance matrix G(N,N) considering its TOEPLITZ property 

for m = 1: 1: N 
for n = m: 1: N 

G(m,n) = G2(n-m+1); 
G (n, m) = G (m, n) ; 

end 
end 

% Defining the voltage vector V1(N,1) assuming Delta Gap excitation at 
% the centre segment of wire-antenna 

VI((N+l)12) = 1; 

% Computing the current distribution vector I1(N,1) using conventional 
% method 

tic 
II = (d*G)\(-V1); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_l = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation of 

% current vector I1(N,1) 

% 3-level Discrete Wavelet Packet decomposition of G(N,N) using db2 
% wavelet and creation of wavelet packet tree "1" 

T = wpdec2(G,3,'db2'); 

% Creation of a new wavelet packet tree 'NT' with all the approximation 
% coefficients retained and the detail coefficients thresholded at 
0.6xlOA4 

NT = wpthcoef(T,1,'h',0.6*10 A4); 

% Reconstruction of impedance matrix G3(N,N) using wavelet packet tree 
% 'NT' 

G3 = wprec2(NT); 

% G3 is thresholded by making the elements that are of absolute value 
less 
% than 20, to zero for the purpose of sparsifying G3 

for i = 1: 1: N 
for j = 1 : 1: N 

if abs(G3(i,j)) < 20 
G3(i,j) = 0; 

H i -
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end 
end 

end 

G3S = sparse(G3); % Creating a Sparse matrix out of G3 

% Computation of current distribution vector I2(N,1) from sparse 
impedance 
% matrix G3S 

tic 
12 = (d*G3)\(-V1); 
toe 
Elapsed_time_2 = toe; % Returns the time taken for computation 
of 

% current vector I2(N,1) 

% plotting the Normalized current distribution 

subplot 311; 
K = 1: N; 
plot(K, abs(11/11((N+l)/2))); 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with conventional Method (Elapsed time: ', 
num2str(Elapsed_time_l) , 's) ' ] ) ; 

subplot 312; 
K = 1: 1: N; 
plot(K, abs(12/12((N+l)12))) ; 
xlabel('Segment Number'); 
ylabel('Normalised Current'); 
title(['Current Distribution of a Thin-wire centre-fed antenna computed 
with 2D-DWP transform Method Elapsed time: ', 
num2str(Elapsed_time_2),'s)']); 

subplot 313 
spy(G3S); 
title('Graphical representation of Sparse Impedance Matrix G3S') 
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ANNEX - (B) 

Description of Specific MatLab Commands and Wavelets used: 

B. I ) ydwt2'\ 

Single-level discrete 2-D wavelet transform. 

Syntax: [cA,cH,cV,cD] = dwt2(X,'wname') 

The dwt2 command performs single-level two-dimensional wavelet decomposition with 
respect to a particular wavelet ('wname'). 

[cA,cH,cV,cD] = dwt2(X,'wname') computes the approximation coefficients matrix cA 
and detail coefficients matrices cH, cV, and cD (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal, 
respectively), obtained by wavelet decomposition of the input matrix X. The 'wname' 
string contains the wavelet name. 

B.2) ldwt2': 

Single-level inverse discrete 2-D wavelet transform. 

Syntax: X = idwt2(cA,cH,cV,cD,'wname') 

The idwt2 command performs a single-level two-dimensional wavelet reconstruction with 
respect to a particular wavelet ('wname'). 

X = idwt2(cA,cH,cV,cD,'wname') uses the wavelet 'wname' to compute the single-level 
reconstructed approximation coefficients matrix X, based on approximation matrix cA 
and details matrices cH,cV and cD (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal, respectively). 

B.3) *wpdec2': 

2-D Wavelet packet decomposition. 

Syntax: T = wpdec2(X,N,'wname',E,P) 
T = wpdec2(X,N,'wname') 

'wpdec2 ' is a two-dimensional wavelet packet analysis function. 
T = wpdec2(X,N,'wname',E,P) returns a wavelet packet tree 'T' corresponding to the 
wavelet packet decomposition of the matrix X, at level N, with a particular wavelet 
('wname'). 

E is a string containing the type of entropy. 

E = 'shannon', 'threshold', 'norm', 'log energy', 'sure', 'user' 
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P is an optional parameter, and not used in the event, 'shannon' or 'log energy' entropies 
are used. 

T = wpdec2(X,N,'wname') is equivalent to, 
T = wpdec2(X,N,'wname','shannon'). 

B.4) wpthcoef: 

Wavelet packet coefficients thresholding. 

Syntax: T = wpthcoef(T,KEEPAPP,SORH,THR) 

'wpthcoef is a one- or two-dimensional de-noising and compression utility. 

NT = wpthcoef(T,KEEPAPP,SORH,THR) returns a new wavelet packet tree NT obtained 
from the wavelet packet tree T by coefficients thresholding. 

If KEEPAPP = 1, approximation coefficients are not thresholded; otherwise, they can 
be thresholded. 

If SORH = 's', soft thresholding is applied, if SORH = 'h', hard thresholding is applied. 

THR is the threshold value. 

B.5) 'wprec2': 

2-D Wavelet packet reconstruction. 

Syntax: X = wprec2(T) 

'wprec2' is a two-dimensional wavelet packet analysis function. 

X = wprec2(T) returns the reconstructed matrix X corresponding to a wavelet packet tree 
T. wprec2' is the inverse function of wpdec2 in the sense that the abstract statement 
wprec2(wpdec2(X,'wname')) would give back X. 

The names of the Daubechies family wavelets are written as dbN, where N is the order. 

B.6) 'dbl\ 'db2' (Daubechies): 

Wavelets belonging to the 'Daubechies' wavelet family. 
''•V 
\ \ 
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dbl wavelet 

Figure (B. l ) - Graphical illustration of d b l ' and db2' wavelets 
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Figure (B.2) - Graphical illustration of four filters o f ' d b l ' wavelet 
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